
2019 Rules: Fact Sheet.    Play Suspensions. (Rule 5.7). 

What is the same? 

• If the suspension is not for a dangerous situaFon, you can finish a hole you or anyone in your 
group has started. 

• If the suspension is for a dangerous situaFon, such as lightning, you must stop immediately. 

• You don’t have to liT the ball, you can just leave it there if you and your marker can clearly 
see it at rest, but this is not recommended as balls oTen get taken and if you do decide to liT 
the ball, it must first be marked. 

• When play is to restart, you must place either your original ball or another ball on the spot 
you marked. 

 If you ever drop a ball in this situaFon you are geQng it wrong and will be penalised! If the spot is 
not known (for example, the marker has been removed) the spot must be esFmated and a ball must 
be placed on that spot. 

What is new? 

• If your lie in sand has been altered, there is no longer a requirement to recreate the original 
lie. If the original lie is sFll there, then you place the ball back in it, but if it is not, then all you 
do is replace the ball on the spot you liTed it from.  

For example, if your ball is embedded in a bunker when play is stopped, if the embedded lie 
is sFll there when play resumes, if the ball was liTed, then the original ball or another ball 
must be placed back in the embedded lie. 

 However, if the greenstaff have raked the bunker and the embedded lie no longer exists, 
then the requirement is to simply place the original ball or another ball on the spot from 
which it was liTed, which if not known, must be esFmated. 

 THE BALL WILL ALWAYS BE PLACED. 

If your lie or other condiFons affecFng your stroke are worsened during the suspension, 
there are some circumstances (such as changes made by an animal or a spectator) where 
you will be allowed to restore the worsened condiFons, but this is not something you should 
do without first consulFng a referee. 

• The immediate stop requirement is now wriRen into the rules and we will no longer need a 
local rule to implement this. 


